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Rwanga Foundation for Development is a non-profit 
organization that aims to promote sustainable development 
and improve the quality of life for individuals and communities.  
The Foundation was established in 2013, focusing on multiple 
intervention sectors to bring about positive change. Its primary 
sectors of intervention include youth, education, environment 
and vulnerable groups. 

Through the youth empowerment initiatives, Rwanga 
Foundation recognizes the youth’s immense potential and 
importance in shaping the future by empowering and supporting 
young people to unleash their creativity, explore their passions, 
and acquire practical skills that will enable them to thrive in 
a rapidly changing world. Youth development opportunities 
include leadership and entrepreneurship programs, social 
change, innovation, and technical training. 

Rwanga Foundation through the education sector employs 
contemporary and pragmatic teaching methodologies, steering 
clear of traditional educational systems, to enhance access 
to quality education. This involves bolstering infrastructure, 

About Us
offering comprehensive training for both educators and 
students, integrating cutting-edge technology, refining 
curricula and pedagogical approaches, extending scholarship 
opportunities, and facilitating vocational training programs.

For environmental sustainability, the Foundation is committed 
to undertaking various initiatives to address environmental 
challenges. The initiatives include raising awareness about 
climate change, adopting sustainable agriculture practices, 
building resilience in agricultural systems, promoting renewable 
energy solutions, and advocating for environmentally friendly 
practices.

Additionally, the foundation emerges as a beacon of hope, 
extending its compassionate arms to uplift the vulnerable. The 
foundation’s relentless mission is not only to ensure survival 
but to sculpt a path toward education, skill development, and 
self-discovery. In the corridors of despair, Rwanga Foundation 
becomes a steadfast companion, guiding individuals towards 
the transformative journey of learning.
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         COMMIT.
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We established Rwanga Foundation to help make education 
universal. To improve education is the principal idea that guides 
us; we firmly hold that the employability, dignity, security and 
self-respect of individuals hinges on their education. We believe 
that the individuals’ education is by far their most precious 
investment and in effect, confers identity to them. We operate 
on the belief that in this changing world, individuals remain 
loyal only to a culture based on education. Therefore, we aim 
to create a culture of learning among the youth so that they 
find an essential function in society.  

To counter the adverse circumstances, created by the ongoing 
conflicts in Iraq and Syria, we broadened our operations 
beyond education and youth empowerment to include refugee 
and disaster relief. We have aided the internally displaced 
peoples in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region, and assisted the 
Syrian refugees; in particular, to help them pursue education, 
to facilitate capacity building, and to provide employment 
opportunities. Furthermore, as a response to the Covid-19 
pandemic, Rwanga volunteers have been distributing food 
supplies to the vulnerable families in quarantine.

Rwanga continues to focus on education and youth 
empowerment, and in the meantime stands ready to support 
the disadvantaged and the less fortunate in our society. We 
remain steadfast to create a better future; we remain committed 
to our vision of improving education and creating a culture 
of learning.

Idris Nechirvan Idris 
Founder and President 
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In 2023, Rwanga Foundation was able to effectively implement 
programs and activities in the four areas of youth, education, 
environment, and vulnerable groups, mostly in Iraq’s Kurdistan 
Region as well as in other governorates of Iraq. The Foundation 
successfully carried out 53 projects, each of which included 
various activities designed to promote and assist the local 
community and youth groups, carry out policymaking within 
the educational system, and carry out research to strengthen 
both local and national development solutions. The support 
was provided to more than 35,000 beneficiaries from a variety 
of age groups, genders, and communities of hosts, IDPs, and 
refugees, with a particular emphasis on young women and men.

8 9



The power of youth propels the momentum of today, shaping 
them into the aspiring leaders of tomorrow. Rwanga actively 
engages the younger generation in the fabric of our present 
society, it is through this inclusive approach that we ensure a 
harmonious transition of the torch from one generation to the 
next, fostering a legacy of capable and conscientious leaders. 
This not only proves crucial but is also essential in equipping 
them with the requisite skills. By doing so, we empower them to 
navigate the complexities of the future and guide them towards 
a path of enlightened leadership. 

Education in Rwanga extends beyond traditional academic 
settings such as schools and universities. A transformative 
force, not confined to the classroom but weaving its influence 
through the fabric of everyday life. Rwanga Foundation envisions 
transforming every individual›s life into a continuous journey of 
learning in a world where education is not a mere steppingstone 
but a continuous melody, echoing through the corridors of time. 
In this sector we use practical learning to make individual’s lives 
and the society better. 
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Picture a world where poverty, shrouded in fear, no longer 
stifles the pursuit of knowledge. Rwanga Foundation emerges 
as a beacon of hope, extending its compassionate arms to uplift 
the vulnerable. The foundation›s relentless mission is not only 
to ensure survival but to sculpt a path toward education, skill 
development, and self-discovery. In the corridors of despair, 
Rwanga Foundation becomes a steadfast companion, guiding 
individuals towards the transformative journey of learning.

Safeguarding the environment, an urgent worldwide imperative, 
stands at the very core of Rwanga Foundation›s unwavering 
commitment, the foundation embarks on a sacred mission to 
become the guardian of our planet. In a world where nature›s 
cries often go unheard, Rwanga Foundation emerges as the hub 
for designing new strategies and solutions that will voice out 
and solve the changes that resonate across continents. Each 
heartbeat of the foundation echoes with a profound dedication 
to nurturing our ailing Earth.
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Rwanga Awards 2023

As part of Rwanga’s mission to help young 
people reach their full potential,  Rwanga Award 
sought out and recognized works of art, literature, 
and science from all throughout the Kurdistan 
region and Iraq. The award also aimed to boost 
self-esteem and encourage young people to 
pursue their passions.   Rwanga Foundation 
welcomed submissions in 10 distinct categories 
from youth from all over Iraq (including IDPs and 
refugees) who were between the ages of fifteen 
and twenty-five. The submission categories 
included short stories (Kurdish and Arabic), 
short films, graphic design, scientific innovation, 
entrepreneurship, solo musicians, photography, 
sketching, poetry (Kurdish and Arabic), and 
software development. Participants followed 
the instructions provided in each segment to 
join in. For every category, a specialized jury 
reviewed the submissions. The jury selected 
the nominees, and they took part in the Rwanga 
Award final ceremony at the end of 2023, where 
the winners were announced.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

10
Categories

36
Youths awarded annually
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www.RwangaForas.com

Youth Volunteers Initiative (YVI) 2023

Voluntary work was often considered as an 
understanding activity where youths provided 
services without personal or financial gain, 
solely for the public benefit. However, volunteers 
frequently required support, including financial 
assistance, to cover the costs of necessary tools, 
materials, and equipment essential for their 
projects. Thus, Rwanga Foundation launched the 

“Youth Volunteers Initiative” project. This project 
aimed to encourage young people to develop 
and submit project proposals, participating in a 
competition for funding and support. The goal 
was to empower them to effectively implement 
their projects, thereby maximizing public benefit.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

67
Beneficiaries
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HITEX 2023

At the Erbil International Exhibition, the Red 
Eagle Company, in partnership with Rwanga 
Foundation for Development, hosted the 
largest yearly technology conference and 
exposition in Iraq, known as the Hawler 
International Technology Exhibition (HITEX). 
Through its exhibition of the world›s 
most innovative products, services, and 
technological developments, HITEX provided 
businesses with a new channel for growth. 
Many hundred local and international tech 
companies came to the event to present 
their most recent innovations. At HITEX, 
exhibitors had the chance to join forces, 
apply for government contracts, and 
create domestic and international business 
collaborations. In addition to fostering direct 
lines of communication between management 
and customers, exhibitors engaged with 
prospective clients during the HITEX Days. 
Together with an exhibit hall featuring 
the latest technologies from exhibitors, 
HITEX offered a platform for entertainment, 
conferences, seminars, and information on 
global and Iraqi technological advancements. 
Additionally, by exhibiting their unique 
innovations and business plans, HITEX gave 
imaginative people the opportunity to become 
HITEX Future stars. This helped the individuals 
become recognized and possibly even launch 
their ideas.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Apr 2023
End   : 30 Jun  2023

121 Beneficiaries
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VNG

The LOGOReP Investment Fair, organized by 
VNG International in partnership with the Ministry 
of Municipalities and Tourism, commenced on 
July 1, 2023, and concluded on August 1, 2024. 
This event proved to be a significant success 
in promoting economic growth and enhancing 
resilience in Iraq’s Kurdistan region. It served 
as a dynamic platform for various stakeholders 
to showcase investment projects, facilitate 
direct interactions between investors and 
municipalities, and exchange crucial insights 
and knowledge

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jun 2023
End   : 1 Jul  2023

Beneficiaries

68
Beneficiaries
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Invest in My Idea

Through an online platform, the initiative 
provided an innovative funding option by 
actively facilitating the connection of NGOs, 
small enterprises, and startups with potential 
investors. By matching investors with 
underfunded projects, this effort aimed to offer 
returns on their investments. It acted as an 
active hub for entrepreneurs, mentors, and 
organizations operating in the startup space, 
enabling crowdsourcing and encouraging 
collaborative expansion and development.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

32
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VOKA Project (Developing Economic 
Cooperation)-Erbil

Through a series of useful training programs 
and informative conferences, we made 
our commitment to the agri-food industry 
clear. These programs, which sought to boost 
regional agricultural output and boost exports, 
were successful. They were carried out in 
collaboration with the Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry of Flanders (VOKA) and Erbil.
The educational conferences equipped local 
farmers with the necessary know-how and 
abilities, bringing them into compliance with 
global industry norms and offering innovative 
farming methods, quality assurance procedures, 
marketing strategies, and export logistics. 
The conferences created an avenue for local 
producers to engage with industry experts 
and international buyers, cultivating a network 
that is expected to yield long-term economic 
benefits. Our emphasis on sustainable practices 
and broadening market access established a 
robust foundation for the continued growth 
and diversification of the local agri-food 
industry. The Rwanga Foundation was able to 
give VOKA 20 reports in order to give the local 
farmers additional knowledge about global 
issues. The strategic partnership with Voka and 
the Erbil Chamber exemplified our sustained 
commitment to promoting our local products on 
the international stage and advancing economic 
development

Project Duration
Start : 1 Sep 2021
End   : 31 Aug  2023.

20 Reports

Innovation hubs (Assessment 
Reports)

Under the guidance of the Research Innovation 
Hub, Rwanga Foundation carried out two crucial 
assessments in the previous year, with the kind 
assistance of Rwanga’s contribution. The first 
evaluation, titled “Assessing Climate Change 
Effects in Sinjar - Ninewa,” was an extensive 
study aimed at understanding and addressing 
the multiple challenges presented by climate 
change in the Ninawa region. This assessment 
focused on evaluating strategies for climate 
change mitigation and adaptation, actively 
involving local communities in these efforts, 
gaining insights into current and anticipated 
climate-related challenges, and identifying 
the root causes and drivers of environmental 
loss. It brought to light significant issues such 
as deforestation, the effects of wastewater, 
industrial activities, and land-use changes.
The second assessment, conducted in the 
Al-Anbar governorate, centered on the 
marketing of regional agricultural products. 
This study highlighted the unique challenges 
and opportunities in the agricultural sector, 
particularly regarding the accessibility and 
marketing of local produce. A key finding from 
this study was the significant reliance of farmers 
on intermediaries to access markets, with many 
selling their products wholesale. The farmers 
expressed a need for improved marketing 
skills to increase sales and profitability. The 
assessment identified crucial support areas, 
including financial assistance, enhanced 
transportation infrastructure, and training in 
online promotion. 

These assessments by the Rwanga Foundation 
have been pivotal in shaping our understanding 
of and response to the complex challenges in 
these regions. The findings will guide our future 
interventions and strategies to ensure their 
effectiveness and sustainability.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

2
Assessments
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Youth Ignite through Empowering 
Futures through Skills Mobilization

 With the beginning of the program in December 
2023 and continuing through the year 2024, 
the program’s objectives are to close the skills 
gap, encourage entrepreneurial endeavors, and 
cultivate environmental stewardship. It seeks a 
community in which progress is driven towards 
a more promising and sustainable future by 
education and an entrepreneurial spirit. In order 
to empower youth, the program offers 45 days 
of training to 200 participants in a variety of 
industries, such as solar power, CNC, marketing, 
gastronomy, sewing, and hairdressing. In 
addition, it provides internships for 50 individuals 
who have completed employability preparation 
training, resulting in 250 participants. Six months 
of job placements in private sector businesses 
are offered by these internship programs. 
Furthermore, the initiative offers 150 participants 
specialized training in entrepreneurship and 
financial assistance to 130 deserving business 
owners. With the help of Groasis Waterboxx 
technology, 160 skilled workers are involved 
in an innovative “Cash for Work” program that 
aims to both assist environmental sustainability 
and economic growth by planting 20,000 trees 
over the course of 40 days.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Dec 2023
End   : 1 Oct  2024

Rwanga Foras 2023

Employers and job seekers could easily and 
interactively connect through the Rwanga Foras 
Platform. Employers were able to easily find 
the best candidates, while job seekers were 
given access to capacity building tools including 
interactive and simple resume creation.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

32
Beneficiaries
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Qutabkhana Application

In order to meet the educational needs of 
students in grades 9 through 12, Rwanga 
Foundation was pleased to showcase the many 
new and improved features and capabilities 
of our e-learning mobile app. This innovative 
program functioned as a full-featured learning 
environment, complete with a vast library filled 
with a variety of instructional materials. One 
interesting aspect was the university video 
guides, which provided students with helpful 
academic assistance and insights into pathways 
for further education. Through a range of 
examinations, including subject-specific 
evaluations and personality tests designed 
to help students understand their learning 
preferences and styles, the application also 
made hard academic preparation easier. The 
interactive question-and-answer portion was 
a crucial feature that fostered a collaborative 
learning environment by allowing students 
to ask questions and participate in academic 
conversations. Furthermore, the application 
had an easy-to-use calendar and scheduling 
feature that helped students plan their study 
time efficiently and maintain a balanced 
academic calendar. Likewise, by encouraging 
a sense of community among users, the 
correspondence feature made it possible 
for peer-to-peer support and mentorship 
opportunities. This program helped students 
make decisions about their course of study, 
career, and personal growth in addition to 
their academic work. 

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

8,698
Downloaders

We were determined to keep 
improving the app’s functionality 
and reaching a wider range of 
beneficiaries to ensure it remained 
a vital resource for students 
throughout these crucial academic 
years.
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Youth Rights at Work
 
In the past year, Rwanga Foundation has 
taken significant steps in enhancing the 2015 
Rights@Work for Youth Guide and Toolkit, 
a pivotal resource in supporting the labor 
rights and opportunities of young individuals, 
particularly in challenging environments. This 
substantial update was achieved through a 
comprehensive process that involved several 
key stages. Initially, a detailed youth survey 
was conducted across the governorates 
of Baghdad, Erbil, Sulaimaniyah, Ninewa, 
Basra, Anabr, and Duhok governorates, with 
a focus on regions that are home to refugees 
and internally displaced persons (IDPs). The 
purpose was to gather current insights and 
experiences directly from the youth, ensuring 
our revisions were truly reflective of their daily 
realities.
At the same time, we conducted an extensive 
review of the Iraqi national legislation and 
policies related to labor law and rights. This 
step was essential for aligning our guide and 
toolkit with up-to-date legal frameworks and 
practices. Our efforts continued with ongoing 
communication and consultations with ILO’s 
global and field ground teams, complementing 
our analysis.
These interactions were instrumental in 
incorporating practical, on-the-ground 
perspectives and expertise into our updated 
materials. The end result of these efforts is 
the release of the updated Rights@Work for 
Youth Guide and Toolkit. This newly revised 
resource now offers more relevant and 
practical guidance, tailored to the current 
socio-economic climate.

The Danish Sustainable Reintegration 
Program, Iraq. Cultural Awareness 
– Skills Development – Referral and 
Job Placement

With the kind assistance of our donor, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark, we 
were able to make great improvements toward 
offering these Iraqi returnees from Denmark 
practical options for their lives. Our strategy 
was two-faceted: initially, we helped returnees 
find employment, facilitating their reintegration 
into the community. This aspect of the project 
did not only provide immediate employment but 
also significantly contributed to the social and 
economic stabilization of the returnees.
Furthermore, we invested in their long-term 
success through our Business Development 
Service (BDS) program. The carefully designed 
curriculum of this program imparted essential 
skills and resources, enabling the returnees to 
start and manage their own small businesses. 
Our dual approach of providing immediate job 
placements and developing entrepreneurial skills 
made our reintegration efforts more sustainable. 
The job placements provided a fast solution 
to financial needs, while the establishment of 
small businesses opened pathways for self-
reliance and significant contributions to the local 
economy. The success of this project, largely 
due to the support of our donor, indicates a 
meaningful and long-term impact on the lives 
of the returnees and their communities.

31 Beneficiaries

Further, we will carry out a series of Training 
of Trainers (ToT) sessions in 2024 to ensure 
effective delivery and utilization of the guide. 
These sessions will equip local trainers with 
the knowledge and skills to efficiently pass 
on the updated information, thus maximizing 
its impact on the youth in these essential 
governorates. 

Project Duration
Start : 17 Jan 2023
End   : 18 Sep  2023

177
Beneficiaries
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University Guide (viewers)

As an initiative of the Rwanga Foundation 
for Development, the University Guide Video 
Project was a great resource for students 
seeking to explore different university areas 
of interest. The project provided comprehensive 
information about each university and its various 
departments through a series of educational 
videos. These videos, created with care, 
featured interviews with influential individuals 
from each college, offering an all-encompassing 
perspective. Key figures, such as the department 
heads and college deans, were interviewed, 
providing expert insights into the programs, 
resources, and opportunities available. Likewise, 
the project included interviews with students 
who were enrolled in these departments 
at the time, offering a unique and relatable 
viewpoint. This combination of perspectives, 
from administrative leaders to actual students, 
presented prospective students with a detailed 
understanding of what they could expect. This 
approach significantly aided them in making 
informed decisions about their academic futures.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

709,812
Viewers

Empowering Youth for Inclusive 
Participation in Kasnazan

Young people from diverse backgrounds, 
including members of the host community, 
internally displaced people (IDPs), and refugees, 
suffered from a serious lack of engagement 
and contact. The activity that was planned was 
to provide a solution to this essential issue 
plaguing the Kasnazan community. This was 
a significant problem, as it directly affected 
social connections and mutual understanding 
between these different groups. To effectively 
tackle this problem, Rwanga developed a plan 
intended to enhance social cohesiveness in 
multiple ways. This approach emphasized 
the importance of communication between 
coexisting communities and how volunteer-
led initiatives could promote peace and 
understanding. The limited opportunities and 
support provided to volunteer organizations 
increased the lack of public interaction and 
communication among various communities. 
The inability of these volunteer projects to secure 
funding hindered their ability to plan, coordinate, 
and carry out activities, which ultimately led to 
a decline in social mobilization and a scarcity of 
public spaces where these groups could come 
together. These issues needed to be resolved, 
both then and in the future, to foster harmony, 
understanding, and social cohesion among the 
various youth groups in Kasnazan and eventually 
promote a sense of community and cooperation.

Project Duration
Start : 12 Nov 2023
End   : 15 Jan  2024

22 Beneficiaries
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Youth Initiaitve 2023

Through a series of projects titled “Youth 
Initiatives 2023,” which were initiated by 
Rwanga Foundation in 2023, the Foundation 
intended to empower young people and 
improve their skill sets. A key focus was on 
sewing, where participants learned both basic 
and advanced techniques during our Sewing 
Training Sessions. To support their learning and 
enable them to practice, we provided 20 sewing 
machines. Digital skills were also a significant 
part of our initiative. In the Microsoft Office 
Training Sessions, we covered Word, Excel, and 
PowerPoint. 20 participants had the opportunity 
to apply these skills in practical settings. To 
further support this learning, we equipped the 
Rwandzi Social Development Center with seven 
desktop computers. Our efforts extended to 
infrastructure development as well, with the 
renovation of two local stadiums: Nzari Village 
Stadium in Sidakan district and Alana Village 
Stadium in Khalifan district. These renovations 
modernized the facilities and playing fields, 
benefiting the surrounding communities. Last, 
under our youth initiatives sector, we partnered 
with Byte, a growing technical community in 
Kurdistan. This partnership was directed towards 
supporting Byte’s goal of hosting a significant 
Byte Conference. Our collaboration aimed to take 
advantage of the strengths of both organizations 
for the benefit of the local IT community and the 
region as a whole. The number of attendees for 
this event was around 50.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

430 Beneficiaries

TALK@Rwanga

Over the course of the year, Rwanga Foundation 
developed a unique platform that gave young 
people with exceptional abilities the opportunity 
to share their speeches and stories of success 
with a large people. We provided them with a 
loudspeaker to broadcast their aspirations and 
accomplishments, rather than just a space for 
them to talk. Our strong backing and extensive 
communication channels ensured that these 
youthful talents were acknowledged and their 
ideas were shared, offering guidance and 
inspiration to those seeking role models. We 
believed that these young people mentored 
others and made a lasting impression when 
they shared their success stories.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

3,454 
Viewers
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Creating Job Opportunities for C4W 
Graduates in the Sepctrum of Job 
Creation and Apprenticeship

The project was founded by GIZ, This project 
is focused on providing technical support 
for creating job opportunities for CFW (Cash 
For Work) graduates, and due to the lack of 
opportunities for job seekers the project main 
aims to create new long-term employment for 
1,000 CFW graduate beneficiaries through 
the chance of apprenticeships. The job and 
apprenticeship placements have to be, ideally, 
for 6 months with a monthly salary of 205,000 
IQD from the project, plus the additional 
monthly contribution provided by the company 
of work, and each beneficiary placed on the 
job the tripartite agreement has been signed 
between Rwanga Foundation, CFW participant, 
and the relevant business. The project was 
implemented in Erbil, Duhok, Sulaimaniah, and 
Halabja governorates. From the outset of the 
project Conducted assessment for selecting 
business through the business application form 
and field visit then conducted a sensitization 
meeting to inform the key stakeholders of the 
project, conducted business verification visit or 
online, interviewed job seekers, for each firm 
a shortlist has been created, and in a monthly 
basis conducted follow-up visits of the 1000 
CFW graduates.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Oct 2022
End   : 31 Aug  2023

956 
Beneficiaries
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Education 3,966   
20 Projects

Beneficiaries
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Successfully engaged 392 10th-grade 
students in the mathematics competition, 
providing an opportunity for a large number 
of students to showcase their mathematical 
talents.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Aug  2023

4392 3
StagesStudents Winners

Mathematics Competition 2023

In an effort to persuade students in the tenth 
grade to pursue science as their major in 
high school, Rwanga Foundation organized 
a mathematics competition. The purpose of 
this program was to give students a stage on 
which to display their skills and talents. There 
were four stages in which competitors battled 
for the top three spots. The top three students 
and their respective schools received honors 
and recognition for their accomplishments 
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Data Entry Assignment in Iraq

When it comes to provide important services 
to the people of Iraq, the Social Security and 
Retirement Departments in Baghdad, as well 
as the Directorate of Labor in KRI, play an 
extremely important role. However, there 
are serious inefficiencies in the current 
paper-based document management system, 
which increase the risks of data loss, delays, 
and security risks. Rwanga Foundation, in 
collaboration with the International Labour 
Organization (ILO), has committed to starting 
a project in this area. The original plan was to 
digitize the records of the Social Security and 
Retirement Departments in both Baghdad and 
KRI; however, obstacles have necessitated 
changes to this plan. It has been noted 
that the records kept in Baghdad are in a 
precarious state, with some on the point of 
total destruction or damage, creating risks to 
the confidentiality of the data. To address this,  
Rwanga Foundation hired 16 employees in 
Baghdad to scan the dossiers and 8 employees 
in Erbil, Sulaimaniyah, Duhok, Halabja, 
Raparin, and Garmian. These employees were 
tasked with compiling all of the Directorate of 
Labor’s files (after-sale Department Service) 
into a single Excel spreadsheet. This allows 
government employees to use the Excel file to 
simplify the workflow and prevent information 
gaps. Once the team completed the work in 
the KRI, the Excel document was shared with 
the General Directorate of Labor and Social 
Affairs (DoLSA). Also, eight laptops were 
provided to the DoLSA, enabling their staff to 
use them for data recording. Meanwhile, the 
Baghdad project has been extended by an 
additional six months.

Reforming the Social Assistance 
Program in KRI (ILO)

No matter the reason, it was recognized that 
some people in every group did not have 
sufficient resources. Although there was a 
government social assistance program in the 
Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI), it required reform 
due to its deficiencies. To address this,  Rwanga 
Foundation organized a one-day roundtable 
in collaboration with the International Labor 
Organization (ILO). The event, which took place 
in Erbil, brought together various stakeholders 
and experts to discuss the reform process. 
Guests invited to the roundtable included 
government agencies, legal associations, 
academic institutions, labor unions, social 
activists, professionals, and civil society 
groups. Upon completion, the final report was 
submitted to the ILO for further discussion with 
the government.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Oct 2023
End   : 31 Oct  2023

18,536
Digitized papers in KRI

Project Duration
Start : 1 May 2023
End   : 31 Oct  2023

10,396
 Dossiers Baghdad
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Kurdistan Region - Iraq Universities 
Debate Champions (KRIUDC)

Among the universities in Kurdistan, the project 
was intended to encourage discussions on 
cultural and scientific topics. The Rwanga 
Foundation supported these kinds of 
initiatives to help young people become more 
knowledgeable and future leaders. The debate 
program served as a fantastic way to support 
the development of strong links amongst the 
colleges in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI). 
Additionally, it provided students with a stage 
to unlock their latent abilities and deepen 
their arguing expertise. The winning teams 
were given the opportunity to compete in the 
Qatar Debate Tournament the following year. 
The debates were held in Arabic. To properly 
prepare arguments and counterarguments, 
the students received instruction from IALD 
trainers and were given the necessary 
information on the debate topic.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jul 2023
End   : 29 Feb  2024

65
Beneficiaries

Multi-Year Resilience Program (MYRP)

With the assistance of ECW, a UN global fund 
for education, and under the direct supervision 
of consortium leader INTERSOS, Rwanga 
Foundation for development undertook the 
rehabilitation of four schools: Mam School 
in Rania, Mishtanoor School in Qaladze, and 
Pana and Derik Schools for refugees in ARC. 
The rehabilitation included enhancements to 
classrooms and WASH (Water, Sanitation, and 
Hygiene) facilities, ensuring access to functional 
water supply, single-gender basic sanitation 
facilities, and basic hand hygiene facilities at the 
supported schools. Additionally, water tanks and 
pumps were provided for the WASH facility units.
A Psychosocial Support (PSS) activity, the “Little 
Fellow” module, was conducted for facilitators 
at all four targeted schools, with PSS facilitators 
delivering sessions at each location. Teaching 
and learning materials, encompassing sports, 
arts, science, language, and math kits, were 
procured and distributed to Derik, Mam, and 
Mishtanoor schools in coordination with the 
GDoE.
Further, the program included modern finance 
and management training as part of capacity 
building for local NGOs and Department of 
Education authorities. School-based governance 
and accountability mechanisms, classroom 
management, PSS training, positive education, 
professional development, monitoring, and 
evaluation training sessions were also provided 
for teachers.
Parent Teacher Association (PTA) sessions 
were successfully conducted at all four schools. 
Kurdish preparatory classes and language 
acquisition classes were part of the non-formal 
education efforts. 

The capacity-building training sessions for 
teachers included mine risk education for the 
parent-teacher association. Learning materials 
packages were distributed at all four targeted 
schools.

Project Duration
Start : 16 Jan 2022
End   : 30 Jun  2024

501
Beneficiaries

46 47



Rwanga Book Project 2022-2023

Through a literary competition,  Rwanga 
Book Project sought to enhance Kurdish and 
Arabic libraries and encourage writing. The 
theme for that year was technology in Iraq 
and the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI), and 
the competition fostered a spirit of friendly 
competition among authors. After the 
project’s completion,  Rwanga Foundation 
evaluated and chose the top 3 books from 
the submissions, publishing each of them in a 
1,000-copy print run for a total of 3,000 copies.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 May  2023

3
Books

You Are Not Alone 2022-2023 III

The foundation of the project was a 
comprehensive evaluation of the Erbil orphanage, 
carried out to determine its deficiencies and 
necessities. The recipients ranged in age from 
5 to 17 years old. The project included creating 
an online application for the management of the 
orphanage, which maintained a database of the 
orphans and oversaw daily, weekly, and monthly 
activities, as well as case management forms 
and processes and education and rehabilitation 
programs. 15 workers were employed for this 
project, and two capacity-building training 
sessions concerning supervision and modern 
orphanage management approaches were given. 
The “You’re Not Alone” project was essential 
in creating resilient, empowered individuals 
in the community, especially for children who 
were victims of domestic abuse. The project’s 
main objective was to empower and rehabilitate 
the orphans in terms of their psychological, 
academic, and intellectual abilities while also 
highlighting their potential to secure a promising 
and secure future. To accomplish its objective, 
the initiative combined the use of human 
resources and technology. The goal was to 
create a robust management framework for all 
of Iraq’s orphanages in the future.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Sep 2022
End   : 28 Feb  2023

97
Beneficiaries
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You Are Not Alone 2023-2024 IIII

Following the successful completion of its 
third phase, the “You’re Not Alone” project 
renewed the orphanage for the next 6 
months by keeping an orphan database 
and managing daily, weekly, and monthly 
activities, case management procedures, and 
education and rehabilitation programs. The 
project employed 13 workers and conducted 
two training sessions focused on supervision 
and contemporary methods of managing 
orphanages. Central to the project was the 
creation of a resilient, empowered community, 
particularly supporting children affected by 
domestic abuse. The primary aim was to 
bolster the orphans’ psychological, academic, 
and intellectual development while also 
unlocking their potential for a bright and 
secure future. This initiative integrated human 
resources with technological solutions, with 
the long-term objective of establishing a 
comprehensive management system for the 
orphanage.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Sep 2023
End   : 29 Feb  2024

27
Beneficiaries

Providing School Assets and 
Improving Sanitization and Hygiene 
Situation in Rovia School

With the kind assistance of the Czech Republic 
Development Cooperation, Rwanga Foundation 
launched a significant small-scale initiative 
named “Providing School Assets and Improving 
Sanitization and Hygiene Situations in Rovia 
School.” This project involved the construction 
and renovation of Rovia School, a task skillfully 
undertaken by the Foundation. The Foundation 
responded quickly and effectively after realizing 
the urgent need to address the area’s lack of 
educational resources, which had become worse 
due to prior neglect and the recent influx of 
internally displaced people into the Rovia sub-
district. There were several distinct objectives 
that drove the initiative. Primarily, it aimed to 
equip the newly built classrooms with essential 
educational supplies, thereby significantly 
enhancing the educational experience of 
the students. Furthermore, the project was 
geared towards creating a more conducive 
and effective learning environment. An equally 
important objective was to cultivate a sense of 
responsibility and awareness among students 
regarding cleanliness and hygiene. This was 
accomplished by maintaining and promoting 
the importance of clean water, sanitation, and 
hygiene (WASH) facilities.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jun 2023
End   : 31 Oct  2023

475
Beneficiaries
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Undertake Advocacy Program on 
Social Assistance Issues in Iraq

It was an opportunity to lead the social 
discussion on the governance of social 
security, which was discussed through the 
roundtable to address the impact of current 
developments and problems in terms of social 
assistance and social security. The roundtable 
discussion was an opportunity to do this. The 
International Labor Organization (ILO) and  
Rwanga Foundation collaborated well with 
local authorities and respected individuals 
to engage in social discussions. Influencers, 
scholars, thought leaders, practitioners, and 
state representatives were able to share 
ideas, suggestions, recommendations, and 
experiences about social policy thanks to this 
collaboration. Building political capital and 
advocating for social security’s efficacy were 
the goals. The main objective of the roundtable 
was to foster constructive discourse among 
the attendees regarding the expansion of 
social security coverage.

Project Duration
Start : 15 Sep 2023
End   : 11 Nov  2023

53
Beneficiaries

Software Engineering Scholarships 
Initiative – Meta Scholarship

30 online Coursera scholarships were awarded to 
young Iraqis as part of this initiative. The courses 
offered included: Professional Certificate; Meta 
Database Engineer Professional Certificate; Meta 
Android Developer Professional Certificate; Meta 
iOS Developer Professional Certificate; Meta 
Back-End Developer Professional Certificate; 
Meta Front-End Developer Professional 
Certificate Specialization; and Meta React Native 
Specialization.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Feb 2023
End   : 30 Aug  2024

30
Scholarships

52 53



Schools Minor Renovation

Creating and improving a safe and productive 
learning environment for students was the 
purpose of this initiative. In order to raise 
the general level of education, this goal was 
accomplished by improving the physical state 
of three already-existing school buildings and 
campuses in Kirkuk, Erbil, and Duhok.

Project Duration
Start : 1 May 2023
End   : 30 Sep  2023

806
Beneficiaries

Social Policy and Economic 
Perspective in Iraq

Five roundtable discussions were started by 
Rwanga Foundation and the International Labor 
Organization (ILO) in four KRI cities: Kirkuk 
Governorate, Sulaymaniyah, Duhok, Halabja, 
and Erbil. The roundtables’ main goals were to 
focus the main issues affecting social security 
in the community and found creative ways 
to collaborate with all parties involved. Each 
governorate’s subjects were selected with 
consideration for the areas’ most pressing 
needs and shortcomings in social security. The 
roundtable discussions sought to strengthen 
the social security articles specified in labor 
law, identify new career paths that need to be 
registered with social security, and expand the 
reach of social security coverage to include 
informal labor. Following the roundtables, 
ILO  received the final report and debate the 
recommendation with the KRI parliament.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jul 2022
End   : 31 Jan  2023

22
Beneficiaries
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Pedagoy training in Halabja

One hundred lecturers participated in a 
pioneering Pedagogy Training Program 
organized by the Rwanga Foundation in 
Halabja in August 2023 with the objective 
of improving educational practices. 
Important topics covered in the program 
included Competency-Based Education 
(CBE), Innovative Pedagogical Approaches, 
Assessment, and Creating Learning 
Environments. With its interactive sessions and 
workshops that encouraged active learning 
and practical skills, this project represented a 
significant step towards updating instructional 
practices. The enthusiastic participation 
and positive feedback from the participants 
highlighted the program’s effectiveness in 
providing educators with innovative strategies 
to create more stimulating and productive 
learning environments. Therefore, in keeping 
with the Rwanga Foundation’s dedication to 
educational excellence, the training promises 
to have a long-lasting effect on the standard 
of education.

Project Duration
Start : 20 Aug 2023
End   : 30 Aug  2023

25
Beneficiaries

Data Entry Assignment in Baghdad 
- Second phase

In recognition of the outstanding work done 
by the team at Baghdad’s Social Security and 
Retirement departments, the government 
has formally notified the International Labor 
Organization (ILO) of the project’s extension. 
This choice was made in light of the team’s 
outstanding effort and the still-to-be-scanned 
dossiers. The project will now last an extra six 
months using the same personnel and tools. 
In spite of the difficulties encountered with 
the scanner, the team is dedicated to scan the 
greatest number of dossiers. In the second 
phase, we plan to scan one million pages.

Number of cases done up to date:
Number of dossiers: 456,237
Number of pages: 2,520

Project Duration
Start : 1 Nov 2023
End   : 30 Apr  2024

56 57



General  Educat ion System 
Modernization in Kurdistan - Policy 
Paper

An ambitious plan to reform Kurdistan’s 
educational system was outlined in a policy 
paper in 2023. It offered a forward-thinking 
and all-encompassing strategy for updating 
the general education system to meet the 
particular difficulties and developmental 
goals of the area. The strategy promoted 
encouraging students to become lifelong 
learners, proficient in 21st-century skills, and 
ready to contribute to the advancement 
of their country while responsibly and 
resiliently adjusting to the quickly changing 
global environment. The policy did not only 
emphasize the pursuit of work but also the 
development of fundamental life skills and a 
profound respect for Kurdistan’s rich cultural 
legacy. It put forth a five-point strategic 
plan with the intention of modernizing the 
educational system in a comprehensive and 
integrated manner. The strategy outlined a 
range of goals and programs that were divided 
into short-, medium-, and long-term plans that 
were all designed to have an immediate effect 
and to advance slowly. This methodology 
tackled multiple ecological levels in the 
educational system, including individual 
students, teachers, policy settings, and multi-
tiered partnerships. The main objective was 
to have a profound impact on the Kurdish 
educational system and promote an inclusive, 
innovative, and civic-minded culture. Initiated 
in 2023, the regional character and values.

this modernization project was a major turning 
point in the definition of education in Kurdistan, 
bringing it into compliance with global norms 
while honoring and conserving:

• Initiated a broad-based reform of Kurdistan’s 
educational system, aligning it with 
contemporary challenges and developmental 
objectives.
• Implemented a five-point strategic plan for a 
holistic and integrated approach to modernize 
the education system.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 27 Apr  2023

53
Beneficiaries
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Messages From Children 2022 - 2023 

It was really important to communicate in a 
clear and fair way, without letting things like 
religion or ethnicity get in the way. Adults 
needed to teach kids in a way that really 
made a difference. Kids were not just there to 
listen; they had important things to say and 
show, which helped them and everyone else 
learn important lessons. This is where the 

“Messages from Children” project, created 
by the Rwanga Foundation, came in. In this 
project, kids used simple drawings to share 
their thoughts and ideas with everyone. Each 
drawing had a special message that was easy 
for people to understand and believe in. The 
main goal was to make more people aware of 
important issues, encourage good changes, 
and show how important education is. The 
government in the Kurdistan Region thought 
these drawings were so powerful that they put 
them up on a wall in the Parliament building. 
This showed how much they valued the project 
and the big role kids have in sharing new and 
important ideas. By putting these drawings in 
such an important place, the idea was to make 
more people understand how important it is 
to talk and listen to each other fairly. This was 
a step towards a future where talking clearly, 
valuing learning, and giving everyone a fair 
chance were really important.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Sep 2022
End   : 28 Feb  2023

50
Beneficiaries

Empowering Targeted Beneficiaries 
through Agricultural Technical 
Training for Agricultural Productivity 
and Livestock Farming

With the kind help of our valued donor, GIZ,  
Rwanga Foundation launched an ambitious 
project in the governorates of Sulaimaniyah 
and Halabja in 2023. It targeted to improve the 
socioeconomic status of rural residents. This 
project successfully targeted 80 small-scale 
farmers and provided them with thorough 
technical training in horticulture, dairy, and 
poultry production, among other agricultural 
areas. The main objective of this endeavor was 
to enhance the capacities of these individuals, 
thereby cultivating robust communities and 
contributing significantly to the economic 
recovery of rural areas. The training courses 
were thoughtfully designed to encompass 
both theoretical and practical components, 
ensuring that the farmers did not only acquire 
the knowledge but also the practical skills 
necessary to optimize their farming operations. 
The project yielded favorable results, with 
participants reporting increased output, 
improved produce quality, and a deeper 
understanding of sustainable farming methods. 
Furthermore, the project enhanced the impact 
of our efforts by enabling trained farmers to 
disseminate their newly acquired knowledge to 
colleagues and neighbors in their communities.

Project Duration
Start : 15 Nov 2022
End   : 15 May  2023

156
Beneficiaries
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Bullying The Planet

Ranya Adib, a thirteen-year-old writer, received 
funding from the Rwanga Foundation to assist 
with the production of 500 copies of her 
first book, “Bullying the Planet.” At the age 
of thirteen, Ranya started writing this book 
with the main goal of raising awareness of 
the environmental problems that our world is 
currently facing. The book provides scientific 
information about environmental issues.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 30 Apr  2023

1
Book

Rwanga Back To School Initiative 
2023

To celebrate the beginning of the new school 
year,  Rwanga Foundation, in collaboration 
with Burger King, initiated a series of 
supportive programs for schools. We kicked off 
by distributing 373 school bags to students in 
the first, second, and third grades. To help with 
teaching efforts, we equipped schools with 10 
stoves and 10 whiteboards. In addition, 120 
first-grade students and their teachers were 
provided with meals. A special celebration, 
featuring fun activities, was held at the newly 
opened Burger King branch in Grand Majidi 
Mall, creating a memorable experience for the 
students. Our commitment extended to the 
Boy Orphanage House in Sulaimaniyah, where 
we supplied 21 boys with essential stationery 
and school clothes. This act was part of our 
ongoing partnership with the Directorate of 
Social Welfare. Furthering our educational 
support, we provided Dlara High School for 
Girls in the Soran Independent Administration 
with artistic tools such as painting stands, 
canvases, brushes, and colors, along with 
necessary lab materials. Also, we installed 
an air conditioning unit in the school hall 
for improved learning conditions. At Vazhin 
Primary School in Duhok, we distributed 
380 stationery packages to 377 students 
(193 males and 184 females), each filled with 
supplies needed for the school year. These 
efforts underscore our dedication to enhance 
education and support students across various 
regions. In line with this mission, Rwanga 
undertook a renovation project at Tava High 
School in Duhok to serve an underserved 
community, with many students coming from

low-income families. Based on a thorough 
assessment, key gaps in the school’s 
educational infrastructure were identified, 
including upgrades to lighting, sanitation 
facilities, and window repairs.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

1,181
Beneficiaries
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Environment 1,519
10 Projects

Beneficiaries

64 65



LONGi Academy Iraq Online training

An online Solar Energy training curriculum 
was created by the Rwanga Foundation and 
LONGi and made accessible to the LONGi 
Distribution Network. Lessons were taught 
once a week, with a maximum of thirty-three 
trainees in each cohort. Every cohort attended 
four sessions overall, covering a wide range 
of distributed power station-related topics. 
Certainly, the top 14 students were certified at 
the end of the course.

Project Duration
Start : 25 Aug 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

33
Beneficiaries

Resilience Building Interventions to 
Promote Food Security in Iraq - WFP

Resilience-Building Interventions to Promote 
Food Security in Iraq - Phase I: The Rwanga 
Foundation and the World Food Program 
collaborated on a project that consisted of 
three parts:

* The primary objective of adapting to climate 
change was to preserve the vegetation on 
Salahaddin University’s campus. Ultimately, 
this led to making Erbil City greener using the 
latest technology available from Waterboxxx. 
Water for the 5,000 fruit-bearing trees planted 
as part of this initiative was provided by 
Groasis Waterboxx.

* Conducting three capacity-building workshops 
on forestry management and carbon credits 
for 96 employees of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Water Resources.

* Planting 30,000 trees in the Kurdistan Region 
of Iraq with the aid of the remaining 30,000 
Groasis Waterboxx.

Project Duration
Start : 25 Jan 2023

End   : 25 Jul  2023

123
Beneficiaries
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Technical Training and Business skill 
up for SMEs about Solar Energy

Under the direction of the Rwanga Foundation 
and CINOP, the Technical Training and Business 
Skills project in the Kurdistan Region, Iraq, was 
intended to train unemployed youths and small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in solar 
energy. The project was structured in three 
phases. The first phase involved activities 
such as posting job openings, hiring staff, and 
making general arrangements. In the second 
phase, training was provided to 30 youths and 
15 SMEs, accompanied by aftercare support. 
The third phase included the conclusion of the 
project and final reporting. Besides this, the 
Rwanga Foundation provided job placement 
assistance through the Rwanga Foras Project

Project Duration
Start : 1 Apr 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

14
Beneficiaries

Rwanga Forests – Erbil Green Belt

With the aim of contributing to the creation of a 
healthy environment for residents, enhancing 
the green ratio, recharging groundwater, 
and combating climate change, the Rwanga 
Foundation intended to begin planting three 
million evergreen trees in the Erbil green 
belt over the next three years. Three sites 
within the belt were selected to develop inner 
forests, and the process of selecting the land 
and trees was completed in collaboration with 
the Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism.

• Rwanga Foundation set an ambitious goal to 
plant three million evergreen trees in the Erbil 
green belt over the next three years.

• This initiative aims to contribute to creating 
a healthier environment for residents, 
enhance the green ratio in the area, recharge 
groundwater, and combat climate change.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

68 69



Planting Million Oaks Project

As a response to climate change, this project 
represented the first of its kind in Iraq’s 
Kurdistan region. The issue it addressed was 
the increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
primarily caused by the burning of fossil fuels, 
which contributes to climate change. The 
Rwanga Foundation, in partnership with the 
Hasar organization, set an ambitious goal to 
plant one million oak trees between 2021 and 
2024. To achieve this, the project implemented 
an irrigation system and directly cultivated 
oak acorns, which were collected from the 
mountains. These oaks were nurtured until the 
seedlings grew into small trees. After a year, 
they were ready for planting. The designated 
area for planting these oak trees spanned 120 
meters along roadways within Erbil municipal. 
The selection of the site and landscape was 
overseen by the directorate of municipal park 
administration.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jun 2021
End   : 31 Dec  2024

158
Beneficiaries

Market and Business Development 
for Solar Power in Iraq

As a major step toward sustainable energy 
solutions, Rwanga has enthusiastically 
assumed management of Iraq’s leading solar 
energy platform. This platform serves as both 
a comprehensive reference center and a hub 
for solar photovoltaic (PV) applications. It 
provides a wealth of information in the form 
of instructional materials, reports, tools, and 
websites that are relevant and insightful. The 
goal of this project is to learn more about the 
specifics of solar photovoltaic applications. It 
also acts as a guide for the changing market 
trends and legislative frameworks in Iraq’s 
solar energy industry. This crucial role played 
by Rwanga underscores the organization’s 
dedication to promoting sustainable energy 
development in Iraq and marks a significant 
advancement in the nation’s transition to 
renewable energy sources.

Project Duration
Start : 14 Aug 2023
End   : 29 Feb  2024
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Plantation Campaign Initiative 2023

150 young volunteers and community 
members participated in a project by UNDP 
and Rwanga Foundation, aimed at planting 
150 trees in Erbil, Sulaimani, and Duhok. This 
initiative underscored the numerous benefits 
that trees provide, particularly their capacity to 
mitigate global warming by absorbing carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere. The campaign 
was part of the “Supporting Recovery and 
Stability in Iraq through Local Development” 
Program, which received generous funding 
from the European Union and collaborated 
with the Rwanga Foundation. The program’s 
focus was on encouraging local development 
as a means to support Iraq’s recovery and 
stability.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

160
Beneficiaries

Rwanga’s Participation_COP28

During the 2023 COP28, which took place in 
Dubai, the Rwanga Foundation participated. 
The goal of the COP for the following seven 
years, from 2024 to 2030, was centered around 
planting. One of the initiatives and activities 
in which the Rwanga Foundation engaged at 
the Iraq Pavilion involved presenting ideas 
and vision through PowerPoint presentations, 
participating in two panel discussions, and 
distributing eco-friendly items throughout the 
pavilion.

Project Duration
Start : 30 Nov 2023
End   : 11 Dec  2023
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Water Well Construction

In the Zeravany Quarter of Bnaslawa district, 
Erbil, the Water Well Construction Project 
aimed to ensure a steady supply of clean 
drinking water. Recognizing clean water as a 
fundamental human right, the project focused 
on supporting community development and 
well-being by building wells for a reliable 
source of potable water.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Nov 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

910
Beneficiaries

Rwanga Forests in Erbil

An adaptation to climate change was 
developed with the primary focus on 
maintaining the greenery on the campus of 
Salahaddin University. This led to greening 
Erbil city with the most recent technology 
offered by Waterboxx. Groasis Waterboxx was 
used to provide irrigation for the 5,000 trees 
that were planted as part of this project on 
the campus of the University of Salahaddin 
in Erbil. The expectation of a heatwave in 
Erbil was due to a lack of rain, an increase in 
desertification areas inside the region, and a 
lack of agricultural land inside the city.

Project Duration
Start : 25 Jan 2023
End   : 25 Jul  2023

121
Beneficiaries
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Vulnerable Groups 27,733
4 Projects

Beneficiaries
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QUEST (BRS&F)

With the support of KiA/LWF and in 
collaboration with the Rwanga Foundation, 
CAPNI, and Dunya Group, the BRS&F 
(QUEST) works to enhance inclusive business 
development services for established 
entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) who come from IDPs, 
refugees, and host communities residing in the 
governorates of Duhok and Nineveh. Through 
the provision of a customized package of 
zero-interest loans, Technical and Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) programs, 
Business Development Support (BDS), and 
Social Cohesion initiatives, this project has 
been assisting and growing local enterprises 
since 2020. As a major collaborator, Rwanga 
Foundation oversees TVETs, emphasizing 
their instructional and career-coaching 
aspects. It also plans events to foster social 
solidarity, which adds to the project’s overall 
beneficial effects.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Dec 2022
End   : 30 Jun  2024

144
Beneficiaries

Providing Food Baskets to Impoverished 
Families in KRI Governorates

A key focus of our efforts was a project aimed 
at reducing food insecurity among low-income 
and vulnerable families in the Kurdistan Region 
of Iraq (KRI). Our main objective was to provide 
these families, many of whom struggled to access 
sufficient food, with the essential assistance they 
needed. To ensure the successful implementation 
of this initiative, we partnered with local 
government representatives from the governorate 
offices and the Department of Labor and Social 
Affairs (DoLSA) across the KRI governorates.
A critical aspect of our strategy involved the 
distribution of food baskets. These baskets were 
thoughtfully prepared with a variety of essential 
food items, designed to offer not only immediate 
relief but also nutritional value. The project sought 
to address the immediate nutritional needs and 
improve the overall health and well-being of 
the families it served. Through this initiative, we 
reached a significant number of families, providing 
them with a necessary lifeline during challenging 
times. The success of this project stands as a 
testament to the power of collaborative efforts and 
the profound impact that hands-on support can 
have in combating food insecurity. The stories of 
those we have helped continue to remind us of the 
importance of our mission and the real, tangible 
impact we can make in the lives of those in need.

Project Duration
Start : 2 Apr 2023
End   : 27 Apr  2023

27,500
Beneficiaries
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Nujen Project

In partnership with Waar TV, Rwanga 
Foundation aims to assist and employee 
unskilled and semi-skilled youth laborers on 
rehabilitation of vulnerable families in Duhok 
governorate, income support to the poor, 
vulnerable people from different backgrounds 
and groups through short term cash-for-work 
program, intensive and unskilled so they 
can meet their essential needs as well as 
rehabilitate shelters for families in extreme 
needs, in this program both parties goal to 
renovate houses that belong to vulnerable 
homeowners in order to create healthier living 
conditions, increased security, and providing 
them with access to improved facilities and 
services, including medical services. The 
renovated houses broadcast on Waar TV 
during Ramadan of 2023.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Aug 2022
End   : 30 Mar  2023

39
Beneficiaries

Humanitarian Aid Support Initiative 
2023

In response to a request from the Akre 
Directorate of Human Rights,  Rwanga 
Foundation gave the Akre Directorate Police 
Department of Prison Police the necessary 
bedding on November 1, 2023. With the help 
of 50 beds, 50 pillows, and 50 blankets, 50 
male prisoners would have better living 
conditions. The effortless obtaining and 
distribution of these things were made 
possible by cooperation with the Directorate 
of Human Rights. Beyond providing physical 
comfort, every mattress, pillow, and blanket 
served as a symbol of caring and a constant 
reminder to the prisoners that they were not 
forgotten. This project was not limited to 
the distribution of goods. It was an example 
of the Rwanga Foundation’s commitment 
to promoting human rights and treating 
everyone with dignity, even while they are in 
prison. It demonstrated the value of kindness 
and compassion, particularly in trying 
circumstances. This day was successful not 
only in terms of the quantity of goods given 
out but also in terms of the optimism and 
empathy it expressed.

Project Duration
Start : 1 Jan 2023
End   : 31 Dec  2023

50
Beneficiaries
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Contact Us

Erbil Headquarters Office
Floor 16, Tower 4, Empire Business Towers

Sulaimani Office
German Village Villa No:4.

Duhok Office
Rojvin Road, House NO (31) Takhy Botan of KRO Street

Halabja Sub-Office
H 25, Ave 23, 202 Mamostayan.

Baghdad
Al-Qadisya 606, Alley 16, House No. 11

Mosul Office
Al Shurta Neighborhood, House 7\2624 

+964 750 815 5550

www.rwanga.org
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